Throughout this paper we assume that the ring J? is a commutative ring with no idempotents except 0 and 1, that the group G has order n invertible in R, and that all iϋG-modules are unitary left i?(?-modules. We know that the order of G, n, is invertible in R if and only if RG is separable. 1* In this section we study splitting rings in two ways. That is, splitting rings can be characterized in terms of the concept of realizability and structure theorem for split group algebras will be given. PROPOSITION 1. Assume the ring R has no idempotents except 0 and 1, and P is a finitely generated and protective R-module. Then P is a faithful R-module.
Proof. Because P is a finitely generated and protective jR-module, R = a{P) + Tr(P) where a{P) is the kernel of the operation of R on P and Tr(P) is the trace ideal of P in R ([3] , Proposition A.3). Thus a{P) is a left direct summand of R ([3] , Th. A.2(d)). But R has no idempotents except 0 and 1 so that a(P) = 0. Therefore P is a faithful jR-module.
Using the above proposition we can have the following definition given by G. J. Janusz. DEFINITION Conversely, if Pi is realizable in R o for all i, then there is R 0 Gmodule M { such that P { = R ® Λo Λfi for all i. Since i? is a strongly separable i2 0 -algebra, JB 0 1 is a indirect summand of R. By the definition of a split group algebra, P t is a finitely generated and projective i?-module for each i; so M t is a finitely generated and projective i2 0 -module for each i. In fact, because R = (i? 0 lφi2ό) for some R omodule R[, Pi s (Λo 1 θ Λί) Θie 0 Mi ^ (iZo 1 <g) Λo Mi) 0 (Λί (g> Λo Thus Mi = Rt K&^Mi is a i? 0 -direct summand of P iβ On the other hand, Pi is finitely generated and projective over R and R is finitely generated and projective over R o ; so Pi is finitely generated and projective over R o . Therefore M { is a finitely generated and projective iϋo-module. We then have (M i9 M t ) . This proves that R Q is a splitting ring for G.
We are going to discuss the structure of a split group algebra over some kinds of rings, in particular, over a Dedekind ring. Proof. Because P is a finitely generated and projective 12-module, Hom^P, P)~P® R Hom^P, R). Let the rank of P be k. Then P s ΦΣ?=ί R 0 If Σ*=ί R are k -1 copies of R and I is in the class group of R. By substitution,
= f©Σ.) 12. This proves part (a).
For part (b), because P is a free module of finite rank over each of these rings, Hom β (P, P) is a matrix ring over R. For a local ring 12, see Theorem 12 in Chapter 9 in [6] For a semi-local ring 12, see the remark on Theorem 3.6 in [2] . For a principal ideal Dedekind domain, see Exercises 22. 5 and 56.6 in [4] .
REMARK. There exist split group algebras over those rings in the above theorem from the proof of the Brauer splitting theorem ( [8] , Th. 2). THEOREM 4. Let R denote a Dedekind domain, P a finitely generated and projective R-module and P(R) the class group of R. Then, for P ^ ©Σti 1 R 0 J, there is I in P(R) such that P = J"
where k -rank (P) and J is in P(R) if and only if Ή.om B (P, P) is a "matrix ring over R of order k by k.
Proof. Because Hom^P, P) is a matrix ring over R if and only if there exists / in P{R) such that P (g) Λ / ~ 0 Σ<=i #> a direct sum of ά-copies of R (Lemma 9, [7] ). But P~ ®Σ*=ί.RφJ Γ for some
where we use the fact that J^/^ J I. But 0(J /)S then P J -J?. So, if we can prove the fact that J(£) R I = /•/, the theorem is proved. In fact, because /•/ is in P(R) and J I is projective and finitely generated, the exact sequence DEFINITION 3. The subgroup of P{R), E7, is called the R -Z group for a finitely generated and protective i2-module P if U -{I such that 7 is in P(R) and I>P=P}.
(For this group see Theorem 14 and Theorem 15 in [7] 
Therefore H is a subgroup of P(R). This proves part (a).
For part (b), one way is clear. If P is free, then Hom Λ (P, P) is a matrix ring over i?. Conversely, if Hom Λ (P, P) is a matrix ring over i?, P = θΣfe 1 i0/ with J in H by Theorem 4. But the R -Z group is equal to P(R); then P = R for all I in P(R). Thus if = 0. Therefore P is a free ϋϊ-module.
REMARK, (a) Corollary 5 can be expressed in terms of the R -Z group as following. If the exponent of the R -Z group and the order of / is relative prime, then Hom i2 (P, P) is a matrix ring over R.
(b) Theorem 4, Corollary 5, and Theorem 6 tell us the structure of Hom β (P, P), any component of a split group algebra. We thus have the similar structure theorems for group algebras by considering P π P 2 
RG ~ R' ® R RG ~ R <g) Λ (®Σ Hom^P,, P,))
Λ' <g) Λ P i9 R r ® R P t ) .
By Lemma 1 in [8] , R f is also a splitting ring for G. Clearly,
Next, consider R' = Rol^T]. It is a splitting ring for G ([8], Th. 2); that is, R"G ~ ΘΣU ΈLom B ,,(P!', P/') We then have

RG = R' ® R ,, R"G = 0Σ
ΊIom Bf (R ® B . P/', J?' <g) Λ ,, P/') .
ί = 1
Thus T P ,, = T^^^^pv (2), and for each i
HoiMl? ® Λ . P/', Λ' <8) Λ . P/0 -Hom^(i2' ® Λ P 4 , iϊ' ® Λ P,) .
The later implies that R f <g) Λ ,, P/' = (i2' 0 Λ P,) 0 Λ , J, where J is in the class group of R f ( [7] , Lemma 9). Consequently,
From (1), (2) and (3), Γ* = Γp^. But jβ r/ depends on i? 0 and G only so that T ι is a constant for all splitting rings R with the same prime ring R Q for a given group G, i -1, 2, •••, s. This proves part (a).
The proof for part (b) divides into two cases. Case 1. Char(J?) is equal to p r where p is a prime integer and r is a positive integer. Then the prime ring of R is Zj(p r ) where Z is the set of integers. Let V1 be a primitive m th -root of 1 where m is the exponent of G.
is a splitting ring for G ( [8] , Th. 2); that is, RG ~ ©Σ?=i Hom R ,(P i9 Pi). Since R f is a local ring (see the proof of Theorem 2 in [8] ) and P 4 is a finitely generated and projective R'-module for each i, P< is a free Jϊ'-module for each i ( [6] , Th. 12 in Chapter 9). Therefore T\g) is a sum of nf-roots of 1 where g is in G and g nί = 1 G , the identity of G. Char(iϋ) is equal to 0. Then the prime ring of R is Z(n), the quotient ring of Z with respect to the multiplicative closed set {n, n 2 REMARK. We know that an element a in the separable closure of R is separable means that it satisfies a separable polynomial over R. This is also equivalent to that R[a] is a separable .β-algebra ( [5] , Lemma 2.7). Then T\g) is a separable element such that T\g) is a sum of wf-roots of 1. Because these roots satisfy the separable polynomial, X %i -1 = 0, all roots are also separable elements. But it is not true that a sum of separable elements is separable. The following example is due to G. J. Janusz. Let R be Z (2) , the quotient ring of Z with respect to the multiplicative closed set {2, 2 where a is in Z (2) and j = 0, 1, 2, . Clearly, 1 + i and 1 + i2 are separable elements but (1 + i) + (1 + ί2) = (2 + i3) is not.
We conclude this section by pointing out the usual orthogonality relations on group characters as in the field case.
THEOREM 3. // T* = T P ., for i = 1,2, ---, s, then where n is the order of G and δ ί5 is the Kronecker delta.
Proof. Let E t be the ΐ th -central primitive idempotent of RG,
where kι -rank(P { ) ( [8] , Lemma 5) . Taking the characters in both sides, we have the answer.
REMARK. By using the above theorem and standard methods, the other usual orthogonality relations on group characters can be proved (see § 31 in [4] ).
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